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1. Write'True' or'-False'at the end ofeach sentence. (15.tJ?:arks) 

1. The atmosphere is the air around the earth. 

2. Rain collects in reservoirs naturally. 

3. Sudden severe physical changes may cause hazards. 

4. Erosion is the wearing away ofthe land. 

5. Farming is a secondary activity. 

6. Environmental geography is only about the natural areas 

which have not been changed by man. 

7. Coal is a non-renewable resource. 

S. Settlement geography is about deserts and furests. 

9. Communications includes the movement of goods and information. 

10. Economic geography looks at how people try to earn a living. 

11. The earth's surface is made up ofmany different kinds ofrock. '''." ............ a .... .. 


12. Migration is the movement ofpeople from one area to another. 

13. Urban areas are places in the countryside surrounded by fields. 

14. Tertiary industry is also known as the service industry. ... " ...... " ...... ,. ........ 


15. Ren",wable resources can be used over and over again. • ••• ·.~ ..... * •••• w.. 
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2. Fill in the blank spaces with a geographical term. 

1. A place where people live. 

2, A place where animals and birds live. 

3. An area covered with trees. 

4. An area with very few plants. 

5. The sun causes this to rise. 

(10 marks) 

3, Fill in the missing words of the followingparagrapb on, 
Settlements, using tbe given word~: 

hamlet; market; town; live; industrial; resort; ports; advantages; 
settlements,' relax. 

A settlement is a place where people , It can be an isolated house or 

a ________ a small village, a or a large city. Nearly y 

all places started as small and then grew to become towns and cities 

if their locations had particular . Other settlements stayed as 

villages or disappeared. Some settlements grew because of opportunities to set up 

:factories and so they became towns. Other settJements grew on 

the coast to trade between different countries. These became the _______' 

Some settlements grew and people could buy and sell goods becoming important as 

________ towns. A is a settlement where people go on 

holiday to play and _____. 

(10 marks) 
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4. At the end of each sentence write either Latitude or longitude. 

1. The biggest circle is the Equator. 

2. The Tropic ofCancer is 23 degrees 30 minutes north. _____ 

3. There are 180 lines on either side ofthe Prime Meridian. _____ 

4. These lines run vertically from the North Pole to the South Pole ___ 

5. These lines are drawn parallel to each other. ____ 

6. The Prime Meridian is also called Greenwich Meridian 

7. These lines meet at the North and South Poles _____' 

8. The Tropic ofCapricom is parallel to the equator. ____ 

9. The Arctic Circle is 66° 30' north. -------_. 

10.The Antarctic Circle is 66° 30' south. _______ (20 marks) 

5. The diagram below represents our Earth. Drawthese lines of 

Longitude and lines ofLatitude: 

Equator; Arctic Circle; Tropic ofCancer; Tropic ofCapricorn; 

Antarctic Circle; Greenwich Meridian; 

(12 marks) 
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6, In your own words describe what do you understand by the words: 

» Weather: 

________---'-______' (3 marks) 

» Climate: 

_______________. (3marks) 

»Underline the three types ofrainfall. Choose from this list: 

Convectional; Condensation; Frontal; Precipitation; Relief; 
Evaporation. (3 marks) 

);> Name the type ofrain which commonly falls in Malta during 
the winter time. 

_____________. (3 marks) 

~ Draw a simple diagram of this type ofRainfall. (5 marks) 
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7. Describe how each ofthefoUowing weather elements is measured: 

.)- Tempemture _______________

}1> Wind strength ____~----. 

)- Wind direction ______________. 

)P Rainfall _______________. 

'_)- Atmospheric pressure ______~ ____ 

)- Humidity 

> Hoursofsunshine ______________ 

)- Cloud cover 
-

(8 marks) 

8. Write down 3 Renewable Resources: 

)-------


)-------

)- (3marks) 

9. What are the main advantages of Renewable Resources? 

_______________ (5 marks) 
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